Born connected 3.0
Sensgear® advanced

enhanced productivity and advanced intelligence

In 2019, Siemens extended the
revolutionary connectivity concept of
Sensformer® to the entire transmission
switchgear product portfolio, called
Sensgear®.
Now, Sensgear® functionalities are
enhanced: Sensgear® advanced offers
more than monitoring – it enables you
to simulate the future and operate
accordingly. New benefits for
transmission system operators are:
• Operation:
Increase power transmission by
optimizing asset utilization;
minimize operational risks.

• Service:
Improve service effectiveness,
health and safety through predictive
maintenance; less hours on
equipment.
• Asset Management:
Improve asset transparency,
productivity and management;
optimize asset power transmission
performance and asset lifecycle
costs.

Scalable, flexible hardware platform
The hardware platform is an integral
part of Sensgear® and Sensgear®
advanced products. All connectivity
levels are based on the same platform,
so that a fleet can consist of basic
Sensgear® equipment, as well as
Sensgear® with advanced features.
It is also the same hardware platform
as for Sensformer® and Sensformer®
advanced. Thus, all Sensgear® and
Sensformer® products work together
fully compatible in substations, power
systems and grids.

Relevant set of data
Sensgear® equipment is delivered
pre-equipped with all necessary
hardware, pre-configured and
pre-installed in the factory. It provides
GPS and local weather information,
as well as the operationally most
important measurement signals: gas
density, temperature, circuit-breaker
counter, position & readiness.
The connectivity of Sensgear®
equipment is done with a smart and
robust IoT connectivity device securely
transmitting the minimum amount
of required information to a cloudbased storage and visualization
platform, providing operators with
a comprehensive and quick overview
about their assets. The corresponding
data platform is an open ecosystem
using Sensgear® and Sensformer®
data intelligently.
Added transparency, enhanced
productivity, advanced intelligence
The basic Sensgear® portfolio provides
additional remote transparency
for operators, service and asset
management.
Sensgear® advanced now upgrades
this functionality to enhance
productivity using a digital twin.
Moreover, the upgrade offers the
chance to benefit from advanced
intelligence by using artificial
intelligence.

Enhanced productivity:
Opportunities and benefits.
F-Gas Reports –
just one mouse-click away
Power transmission operators all over
the world take responsibility and
actions to provide sustainable CO2
neutral power transmission. SF6 as the
strongest greenhouse gas and widely
used, requires special attention.
Operators are obliged to frequently
visit the equipment and report on
inventory and emissions. Emissions
are more and more connected to
penalties. The reporting requirements
and costs rise continuously.
Sensgear® advanced products, such
as SF6-gas-insulated switchgear (GIS)
and SF6-gas-circuit-breakers now offer
an integrated F-gas reporting,
providing remote inventory
measurement per gas-compartment,
SF6-and C02e emission calculation,
reporting periods and summaries.
Benefits for the grid operators are:
Safety:
• Reduced manhours on equipment
environment
• Reduced SF6 = CO2e emissions

Productivity/cost reduction:
• No site travel & SF6 controlling cost
• Reduced manual legal reporting
• Cost savings for unplanned SF6
leakage repairs
• Less risk contingencies and penalties
for SF6 emissions
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Increase performance combining
real with virtual operation
Increase power transmission by
active overload management based
on digital twins
The grid and operators of the 21st
century face new challenges:
fluctuating power generation by
renewables and increasing and
fluctuating electricity demand, require
a grid and products which are flexible
to avoid congestions. Current and
voltage are the key physics to be
managed. Current causes conductor
temperature rise depending on the
resistance of the material. The limiting
factor is the absolute temperature of
the used materials. Therefore, the
knowledge and influencing of the
material temperatures are key.
Mechanical, electrical, and thermal
digital twins are used to optimize
product design, testing, production
and operation. Until today, those
digital twins are not actively used
in operation. Sensgear® advanced
now combines operational data with
the digital twin operation from
development, virtual operation
simulation and factory testing to
manage congestions actively.
This enables grid operators to transmit
additional power through higher
current for a certain period of time
depending on ambient temperature.
The principles of the thermal digital
twin are described on the example of a
GIS: For each GIS-module the original
3D digital twin with the respective
geometrical, chemical/physical
and thermodynamic properties is
generated. A 3D power loss simulation
is done for each module and
combination of modules.
The simulated module combinations
are built in real and validated in a
temperature rise-type test with
temperature sensors on all critical
parts. Additional short time overload
tests were performed to validate the
overload approximation of the thermal
grid method. The measurement
and the simulation show high
conformance.

Benefits for the grid operators are
higher performance and more
transmitted power:
• Transparency on thermal utilization
of the switchgear and its modules
based on digital thermal twin and
ambient temperature: virtual
sensors
• Indication of temporary overload
current capabilities without reducing
reliability and lifetime
• More transmitted power through
temporary overload current
• Prediction of temporary overload
current capabilities based on
ambient temperature prediction
deducted from weather forecast
• Cost reduction potential re-dispatch
Gas Density Trending & Prediction
Applying artificial intelligence to
optimize gas monitoring
Conventional trending models require
long data history (weeks) before
performing linear interpolation.
Faster and more accurate gas trending
is achieved by applying neural networks to compensate sensor data
with regard to weather influences.
The AI model requires less historical
data (days).

Benefits for the grid operators are:
• Reduced SF6 = CO2e emissions
• Cost savings for unplanned SF6
leakage repairs
• Less risk contingencies and penalties
for SF6 emissions
We are looking forward providing you
the new generation of intelligent
power transmission products, which
will simplify your operation, service
and maintenance.

Sensgear® advanced GIS with cloud and
digital twin connectivity

Advanced Intelligence:
Opportunities and benefits
More use cases are possible
with the combination of
Sensgear® and Senformer®
advanced in substations,
e.g. current measurements from
power transformers utilized by
switchgear.
Huge opportunities are possible
by applying Artificial intelligence
to products and systems.
From trending and prediction
functionalities to complex
decisions based on expert
knowledge on productfunctionalities, -behavior,
-predictions and prescriptions.
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